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Jane Hodgson risks a dunking for her art…
See inside!
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Time to hide away… But stay in touch!
Dear friends, welcome to the latest edition of the IEA Newsletter. We suddenly find ourselves living
in the strangest times that any of us has ever experienced, hiding away from an invisible menace
which has travelled around the entire globe.
The threat posed by the coronavirus is quite frightening, especially for those of us not in the first flush
of youth, or who have some underlying health issue. But we must all try to remain positive, and keep
occupied. For those with gardens, the current sunny conditions give an opportunity to be outside and
usefully occupied. For those who paint, here is a good excuse to spend lots of time in the studio!
Sadly, we have to announce that the IEA Open Exhibition will not take place as usual this year.
Adrian Hill has had to close The Gallery because of the current crisis, and so we will have to defer
the Open until some time next year, hopefully in the Spring. Adrian posted the following announcement
on The Gallery’s website:

After the announcement by the Prime Minister on Monday 23rd March 2020 the gallery will remain
closed to the public until further notice.
In such uncertain times as these, art can be a source of inspiration and hope. It can also inspire
creativity which can be deployed as an outlet for anxieties in such worrying times. Art is powerful and art
should be for all people.
As always, we are deeply grateful for your on going support and we hope you all remain safe and
healthy at this time.
– Sincerely, Adrian Hill FRSA – Managing Director

Future Events
IEA Events organiser Jane
Hodgson was very busy earlier in the
year, devising a programme of events
for 2020. Sadly, Mo Teeuw’s
workshop, scheduled for the 15th

March, and Ian McManus’s Morston
Workshop, scheduled for Sunday 17th

May, have had to be cancelled. We
will re-schedule at a later date.
Anyone who has booked will get a
refund, and Mark will keep their details
to advise them of the future dates.
When rescheduled, the new  dates for
both Mo and Ian’s workshops will be
on the IEA website, with the hope they
will be towards the end of the summer.
The other event on the books is Bob
Brandt’s People and Places
workshop, on Sunday 15th November. We very much hope that this will still be able to go ahead.

Please see the IEA website for full details of these events, and any others.



In this issue, we try to inform and entertain, with articles written by Bob Brandt and
Ruth McCabe, a special feature on IEA Council member Wayne Ford, and an account of Jane
Hodgson’s battles with snow and treacherous seas! We offer a round-up of various members’ recent
work, and Andrew Dibben finally reveals the secret series of drawings and paintings he has been
working on for over ten years. And we finish with a new Arty Quiz. Get your thinking caps on!

Please note: The opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the I.E.A. This Newsletter has been compiled by
Andrew Dibben VPIEA. -‘The Editor’! It can be difficult to glean information about members’ activities. Sadly, email requests sometimes
go unanswered…! If you have a picture that you would like featured, or an article you could write for inclusion, we would all love to see
it! Please get in touch with Andrew at norfolkdibben@hotmail.co.uk

Royal Institute of Oil Painters
The ROI exhibition may seem a long time ago now, but as we just missed out on featuring it in the
Newsletter’s last edition, let us have a look at the work of those of our members involved in that august body.

First up, here is Mo Teeuw’s atmospheric Misty
Morning, East Runton, 35x40cm. Our warmest
congratulations to Mo for returning to work and having
this success after the most difficult year in 2019.

Below are four works by Graham Webber ROI IEA.
Clockwise from top left:  Walking the River Orwell;
Haystacks, Evening light; Approaching Rain at
Mersea; and finally, Grazing the Stour.

Note that the whole ROI exhibition can still be viewed
on the Mall Galleries website.



And here, we have the four paintings submitted by
our founder and former President, Brian Ryder
ROI FIEA. Clockwise from top left: Along The
Grand Canal, Venice; The Old Fish Market,
Venice; Santa Maria Della Salute, Venice; and
Approaching San Marco, Venice.

Below and right, two of the entries by founder member
Andrew King ROI EAGMA IEA(Hon)
Reflections, Barton Turf, and Spring Sunshine, Barton Turf.



Above we see Liz Balkwill PS IEA’s two paintings shown in the ROI exhibition: Salmon and
Sauvignon, and Silver Pot with Asparagus.
Below, (not from the ROI exhibition) some good advice from
Liz for these times with these two paintings: Relax and
Read, and Running the Bath (from a few years ago).

Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolours 2020

Lillias August RI IEA (Hon)
entered these two large
watercolours, among others,
for the R.I. 2020 exhibition.
Lost Connection 46x99cm, and
Tied Up In Knots, similar in
size.

Lillias continues to surprise and
delight with her minutely observed
still live paintings of sometimes
remarkably banal objects!



Here we have Mari French IEA’s two successful entries for the R.I.:
Making Tracks - Dungeness Series, and Black Tar and Shingle - Dungeness Series. These are painted
in acrylic, gouache and ink, and measure 60x60cm each.
This is Mari’s 5th year in a row of having work selected for the RI, for which Mari is delighted. These
two paintings are part of a series of mixed media works inspired by the otherworldly landscape of
Dungeness, Kent, where she spent time exploring with her sketchbook last year. (See below).

Four IEA members had paintings accepted
for this year’s R.I. Exhibition, which was due
to open on the 2nd April; sadly, this has had
to be cancelled due to the coronavirus
emergency. The whole exhibition can be
viewed online on the Mall Galleries website.

Right, we show Andrew Dibben FIEA’s entry:
Dusk on Aldeburgh Beach, 38x56cm.



Full marks to Jane for her intrepid perseverance! She also showed great persistence back in February,
when trying to paint watercolours on the ski slope of Austria:

“For the third year running I spent a happy week in February on my knees
painting skiers, while my family whizzed up and down the slopes.
It’s taken a bit of trial and error to work out how to make the watercolours
work, when the atmosphere is so damp the paint doesn’t dry, or it’s so cold
that all the paint freezes on the palette.
The first year, one of the ski instructors suggested vodka in my painting
water. That didn’t work, so I shared the (very small) bottle with him après
ski.

Last year I managed to order some
Austrian rubbing alcohol at 97 % proof.  It
gave off heady fumes, and evaporated in
the dipping pot and when diluted still froze
on the palette in the mixed puddles of paint.
This year I managed to get everything
working better.  I didn’t pour out the mixed
alcohol and water solution until the last minute, did lots of sketching and
planning first, then painted very quickly. The alcohol thinner turns the paints
into a runny stain.
Above right: My painting gear on the snow, with a picture I’d begun before the
weather closed in and there was a white out.

An oyster fisherman from Brancaster Staithe gave me a sheet of polystyrene
as a kneeling pad (transported on the train complete with Norfolk mud).
Much better than small knee pads, and actually stopped my knees sticking
to the snow!”

Events Organiser Jane Hodgson IEA had this dynamic painting accepted for the R.I. 2020
Exhibition. She describes how she worked on the very ‘plein air’ sketches for it.

“This was sketched on a
Saturday morning, going out on
a really titchy boat from
Sheringham with a group of
fishermen whom I call the four
builders. They truly love fishing,
but one, Barry, had to stay
onshore to allow me space.
Even so, I had to hold my small
sketchbook over the side of the
boat. I had a big sketchbook but
there was no chance of using it.
We travelled miles along the
coast but luckily didn’t catch
much that day - it was too
choppy. I’d seen them come
back on other mornings with the
top of the boat only a few inches
above the water!
As it was, when we came in at
the bottom of the ramp, a wave
caught the boat and it nearly
tipped over with me in it. I was
laughing, but I could see how

alarmed the fishermen were and fully appreciated how lucky I was that it didn’t. (The chances of being bashed
on the head were high)”.
 “Choppy Sea - Putting Out Nets“, Ink & Watercolour 67x68cm



Another casualty of the coronavirus emergency is Plantae 2020
- the annual exhibition of the Society of Botanical Artists, which
was due to take place at the Mall Galleries from the 3rd to the 7th June.
The handing-in operation was scheduled for April
18th, which is obviously not far away, and so the
organisers had to cancel.
Our own Kimberley Walker IEA had this lovely
large piece accepted, and had got as far as taking
it to The Gallery in Holt, for collection by the South
Hams courier service! Our commiserations to
Kimberley, but congratulations on your deserved
success.
Incidentally, I love the insects which Kimberley
places in her botanical studies! (See right)
“Still Waters Run Deep”
More information:  www.soc-botanical-artists.org

Above is one of Jane’s finished sketches of skiers, while above right is the painting she had accepted for last
December’s R.O.I. Exhibition: Cutting Reeds Early, Cley.

Eddie Goodridge IEA has been busy over the last few months.
He has been painting portraits of native Americans, such as the one
seen her, Fool Bull, which is 50x60cm, while also working on this
striking large oil, Hauling In The Nets, 80x60cm.



Former President Bob Brandt has offered to give remote tuition and constructive
criticism online. He describes how he worked on a recent painting:
I am delighted to say that the IEA Home Support scheme is attracting a number of contacts from painters
who want practical advice about their pictures. At the moment I am able to respond - positively but realistically
- to these within a day, so if any members know of friends or other painters who might like help, I will be glad
to hear from them. Just send your images to me at: bobclockhouse@gmail.com

One of those who has contacted me raised a question I quite often have to answer - 'how do I develop a
personal style?' The answer is, of course, that the more painting we do the more we will start to reveal elements
of our own character. In other words, our personal style is already built-in and we just have to let it emerge.

Being pedantic by nature, I have always wanted my paintings to look crisply finished, and clearly-defined,
brightly-coloured pictures are what I have become known for. As many of us do, I generally fall into the habit
of choosing subjects and painting them in a style which will be immediately recognisable from the other side
of a gallery. I think - 'That kind of thing sells, why do anything different'. But the period of isolation and
confinement we now find ourselves facing can give us the opportunity to try different things - as Andrew's piece
in this issue demonstrates.

Friends and students have often said that they prefer my paintings when they are just a little way short of being
'finished'. At that stage they have a sketch-like quality which I find it only too easy to cover up.

Just before the pandemic struck I made the decision to
try to carry this sketch-like quality through every stage of
producing my studio paintings. Here is one example,
based on a very blurred photograph I took while on a visit
to London a few years ago - a snap I had immediately
dismissed as being quite useless to work from. I started
with a very loose drawing, moved the barely visible
figures around and worked the painting up as a series of
sketches in colour, making no effort to tidy up my work
at any stage. Still well short of it's being 'finished', I called
a halt. What do readers think?

It may be some time before we see again a group of
revellers standing outside a pub to enjoy a quiet smoke.
This could become a historical document!

'Crown & Anchor', oil on canvas panel, 40 x 40 cm. 

Bob Brandt FIEA.



Home Advice Support Service
It is the aim of the IEA to support and assist any artists who live in the East Anglian region, and during the
present pandemic emergency, we want to extend that support to any art groups in the area who might find it
useful.
We recognise that although many of us would like to be famous artists, by far the most artwork is produced
in the many classes and workshops which operate throughout the country. Those groups provide invaluable
support to their members, against the background of their shared interest in painting and drawing and their
enjoyment of meeting regularly for that purpose.
To launch our new Home Advice Support service we are offering to review and comment upon any artwork
you may care to send us. At least to start with, our tutor with be Bob Brandt, a Fellow and Past President of
the IEA. Bob has been a full-time professional artist for more than thirty years. He has exhibited widely in
the West of England and, more recently, in Norfolk. His paintings have been selected several times to be
shown in the annual exhibitions of both the Royal Institute of Painters in Oils and the Royal Society of
Marine Artists in the Mall Galleries in London. He has contributed to the Artists & Illustrators, The Artist and
the International Artist magazines as well as several art books.
He has taught at and run his own art classes for many years and has presented demonstrations and
organised workshops with several art societies in the region. He is used to offering positive but supportive
and encouraging advice about paintings sent to him for comment.

There is, of course, no charge for this service.
Now that many of us are confined at home with time on our hands, we have the opportunity to spend at
least some of that time drawing and painting. Bob firmly believes that it is only through regular practice that
any artist can improve.
If you or your group would like to take advantage of this support service, just send images of your paintings
to Bob at the following email address:

bobclockhouse@gmail.com

Depending only on the level of demand, he will reply to you as quickly as he can with his comments and
advice and looks forward with interest to seeing your work.
The first review was the above image entitled "Terry" by S.G.Hendry. Other images, with permission, will be
added to our Home page.
Good luck and good health during these troubling times.

The Council of the IEA



This issue’s featured artist:  Wayne Ford IEA
Wayne Ford originates from Nottingham, but has lived in
Horning for some 30 years. He spent many family holidays in
Norfolk when he was young, so was quite familiar with the area.
Wayne was always keen on art, drawing and painting, but began
his working life as a screen printer. It came to the attention of his
employers that he had a talent for drawing and design, and so they
began to make use of his abilities in the designing of leaflets, and
incorporating his illustrations. This happened at a time when it was
difficult to break into the design field, since trade unions generally
insisted on work being carried out by their professionally trained
members. Eventually, Wayne decided to break out and become a
freelance illustrator, and this became his full-time occupation for
many years. Wayne takes up the story here:
“My first big break into the publishing world was in the early 1980’s
when I secured a 2 year contract as one of the Wildlife illustrators
for the ‘Living Countryside’ which was a  monthly magazine
published by Orbis of London. Other offers followed and I was
awarded work by Collins and Quarto books.
As well as book illustration, I was working for various advertising

agencies in Nottingham, illustrating packaging, and on various retail projects for many companies like W H
Smith and British Gas. Also I was working for several greetings card publishers in the UK; the work was endless.

After losing my Father in 1989 Sue and I decided to move to Norfolk, a place where we had spent several
holidays and felt very much at home. When we arrived in Norfolk in 1991, I was contacted by Jarrold Publishing,
who commissioned many illustrations for Wildlife calendars over a 10 year period. Also I worked for the Wildlife
Art Agency in Norwich, who kept me very busy for a number of years.
One of my biggest clients around this time was Hearst Communications in New York who offered me a contract
as illustrator for a bi-monthly publication called ‘Country Living Gardener’ which came to an end in 2001 due
to the 9/11 attacks.  Things changed globally after the
dreadful events of 9/11, with many advertising
agencies and publishers changing their
commissioning policies and using their own in-house
artists and digital images, so the workflow decreased
dramatically.
In 2010 I actually retired from my Illustration business.
But during a trip to Picturecraft of Holt I picked up an
IEA Open Exhibition leaflet, entered in 2015 and here
we are now! It’s been a great journey, and I belong to
a select group of very talented Artists which I am
proud to be part of.”



This issue’s featured artist:  Wayne Ford IEA
Wayne is too modest to mention that in fact he won the President’s prize in the IEA Open Exhibition of 2016!
It is also worth mentioning that he is a talented musician - mainly a guitarist - and was part of the
Nottingham-based band Whichwhat, which enjoyed international success in the 1970s.

A selection of photos of recent work by Wayne. Top right:
I Cry, I Smile, his latest piece in pastel and gouache.
Below right, spot the fresh-faced Wayne in a publicity shot
for the band Whichwhat !



Beyond The Surface - Ruth McCabe IEA (prov)

Times of great uncertainty. And fear. At the mercy of something of overwhelming power, which of
course is incapable of ‘mercy’.
And a time of shocking, swift and significant changes. So much has gone: galleries shut, sketch
meetings impossible. All close on the heels of the challenging consequences of another massive
change (that “B”). Quicksand comes to mind.
In November 2018 the piece I wrote for this newsletter described the nature of art as ‘a necessary
aimlessness’ (Jeanette Winterson). I’d like to expand on that here.
Over the winter I put down the brushes to write a libretto: trying to work out what I can say about
human behaviour that has led to climate change. And where hope lies. Reading widely I came across
so many hugely uplifting ideas. Many of these returned me to my undergraduate days studying Botany
and Zoology, where, as understanding deepened, my respect and awe for Nature’s ‘wisdom’
intensified.
Toni Morrison says: ‘Like failure, chaos contains information that can lead to knowledge — even
wisdom. Like art’. And in Nature, what we would see as chaos (rotting compost heaps for instance)
leads to new life. So when the first invitation of 2020 arrived in my inbox, to submit work for a Yorkshire
exhibition on the theme, “Changing connections” the pile of jigsaw puzzle pieces of ideas for the
libretto suddenly came to mind.

“Nature’s economic cycle” was the first
piece to take form. One writer I’d been
impressed by in ‘This is not a Drill’ had
expressed the opinion that we must curtail
our economy based on taking as if there
is no price to pay, and replace it with
models mirroring Nature, where
everything is recycled.
Part of my painting practice is to vary the
shape and size of the substrate to offer
myself new challenges. It can often lead
to more going in the bin than anywhere
else, but it keeps the work fresh.
I chose this 20 cm square of very heavy
watercolour paper, and waited until an
idea of how to begin came to mind. The
piece is my response to Nature’s cycle of
seasons and growth.
In watercolour (not acrylic), I worked in my

usual practice of translucent layers, waiting for each to dry before over-layering the next.
I love this journey: the careful choice of colour, the overlapping forms and how these will ‘speak’ in
the composition.
I loved it, and was immensely pleased it ‘worked’, it being the first thing I’d painted in so long!
I did not expect that by the end of that first week back in the studio, I would have 3 more successes
and be well established in this new series. That was a first.
Since 2010 I have worked mainly in watercolour. As many of you will know, its an unforgiving medium.
Mistakes are rarely retrievable except by gesso or acrylic. Two years on, I’d developed an interest in
working watercolour into abstraction. A gallery representing my oils at the time was visionary enough
to support me in this, describing the work as ‘pushing the boundaries’, and rarely done. So for 10



years I’ve continued, hoping that the whiff I sometimes wonder if I detect, of some kind of prejudice
favouring work in acrylic or oils over avant garde watercolour, is just a whiff of my imagination (!).
So, this first week back brought these new works, all based on phrases I’d loved in my research for
the libretto.
“In silence and darkness new life begins”.
I love paradox, and although this statement is just fact, it also feels paradoxical.

Explaining the ‘meaning’ of an abstract piece is something
I’d rather not do, leaving the interpretation to the viewer. So
I’ll just confess that I was, before the yellow and bright lime
went down, dismayed at the strength of the large darker
green oval. It seemed to dominate  and at first I thought
‘ruined’. So, nothing to lose, I decided to overlay with the
translucent brights, and thought ‘OK - I can I’ve with that.
Let’s see what Instagram buddies think’. Well they liked!!
After these two, I realised I wanted some calm: something
like being able to breathe. So in this third piece (below), I
covered all except for the narrowest of edges with one very
very pale grey. Wow, I enjoyed that. And in the simplest way,
overlaid more translucent pale layers.
“Take time to find the
right word”. (Right) 

Intensifying the colour of each layer, making it smaller, finishing
with the square, seemed to me like the slow process of thinking
and clarifying to find the right word: something we so often fail
to do.
This series in translucent watercolour continues still, with some
larger pieces, responding to Spring’s energies, like “Spring
topography” (left), and, inspired by the libretto again,“Breaking
free of rigid certainties”. And on the right, changing substrate
shape to see what happened: “A balanced view” (Poem by
Norman MacCaig). 

The gallery’s theme of “Changing connections” has proved to be prophetic, now that we are in
lockdown or socially distanced. And how much of our lives, personally and globally, are
fundamentally changed, almost beyond anything we might have imagined possible. Maybe abstract
art models a new life paradigm: we must find a way to live in the uncertainty.

You can see more of Ruth McCabe’s work at www.ruth-mccabe-artist.co.uk

www.ruth-mccabe-artist.co.uk


IEA President Derek Blois
AGAvA seems to always be a
very busy man! He has a prolific
output, and is always in demand
for his well observed and
atmospheric military and aviation
paintings.
Looking on his Facebook page, I
was intrigued by the unusual
subject in the commissioned
painting above right, which shows
a Blohm & Voss Ha 139 aircraft,
originally designed for transatlantic
mail transport. These planes were
then adapted for reconnaissance
and mine-laying work during the
war. Acrylic 12”x20”.
Below right, what a superbly dramatic setting for these
two helicopters! While the third painting here depicts
a Cessna 210 Centurion private aircraft. Great work!

Here, we see a trio of works by  Mita Higton IEA. Mita had the misfortune to break
a bone in her shoulder in early February, just 3 years after breaking her wrist badly…
But, she is back to work, with the above two paintings produced very recently: Simply
Snape (above left), and Iken Morning. Well done Mita!



These are two quite new pastels from
John Patchett IEA, who has also been enjoying

painting waves recently. (See his Facebook page for
examples)

Ian McManus IEA has been busy holding workshops in Newmarket and other locations; here are
two of his recent watercolours, featuring Bury St.Edmunds (left), and Bordeaux (right).

We saw Brian Ryder’s ROI entries earlier, but these gorgeous
snow scenes caught my eye on Brian’s Facebook page recently.
Like Bob Brandt, Brian is offering to give constructive criticism
of their work to anyone who would like it, if they email him an
image of their painting. Please contact him via Facebook.



Congratulations to IEA member Michele Ashby
PSA who has had La Taverne de Montmartre
selected as one of the Bold Brush Competition's
FAV15% (the Jury's favourite 15% of the entries).

A recent painting by Steve Higton IEA, entitled
Portscatho, Deborah’s Day.

And now for something completely different…
Nebbid Werdna’s “Abyssworld”
Nebbid Werdna is the alter persona of Andrew Dibben.
“For over ten years, on and off, I have been working on a side
project, in parallel with the work I am known for.
The concept is that of an alien world, subject to very harsh
geological and seismic conditions. There is a huge hole in the
side of the planet, known as the Great Abyss. Vast fault lines
criss-cross the world, presenting the inhabitants with enormous
rifts to span with their singular bridges. A very mechanised
society lives on this planet, with great multi-lane highways
stretching across the desert-like landscape which girdles the
central belt. The polar regions enjoy a more equable climate,
with more lush vegetation and farmland. The central belt is
fearsome however. As well as the rifts, which sometimes

channel lava rivers, it is also a
region subjected to frequent
meteorite strikes for a few
months of the year.
The series began in 2010 as
charcoal drawings, initially
quite small, but eventually A1
sized and larger. Then came oil
paintings, on canvases
measuring 70x100cm, and a
number of large watercolours.
There are some 120 images in
total, if the small preliminary
studies in sketchbooks are
included. I have laid out a 100
page book of the series, which
I hope to publish later this year.
Above: The Great Abyss Highway,
2010 charcoal 56x76cm
Left: Great Rift Suspension
Bridge, oil on canvas 70x100cm



Just two of the images have been exhibited publicly
to date; these were a couple of the early charcoal
drawings. One was shown in the 2010 exhibition of
the Society of Graphic Fine Art, at the Menier Gallery
in London, and then the same drawing and one other
were shown in the Norwich Castle Open Exhibition
of 2012. Otherwise, this has been a project worked
on in virtual secrecy, although not deliberately so. I
simply have not quite known where the best place
to show these works would be… I have shown some
of the images to a few people, and sold 4 of the
charcoal drawings as a result.
Last year, I had the offer to show the whole collection
in a large new exhibition space being planned for
Great Yarmouth. I live in Gorleston, part of the
borough, and am keen to support any projects to
support Yarmouth, so I was very excited by this idea.
But of course, everything is on hold now, until the
world manages to free itself of covid 19.
The Abyssworld series is supposed to be slightly
humorous. They are surreal in essence, and related
to science fiction. The two images on the previous
page show highways running across the landscape,
with numerous vehicles speeding along them; you
may need your imagination to fill in the lacking detail!
The inhabitants of Abyssworld specialise in the type
of dangly suspension bridge shown in the second
image, and have had to exercise great ingenuity to
surmount the huge obstacles nature has placed
across their routes of communication. The images
could be viewed as representing the Earth in some
future era, or as another world completely. It is up to
the viewer to decide! The reproduction here is not
the best, so it will be difficult to make out the small details in some of
the images, unfortunately. But I hope that you enjoy seeing this small
sample.”

Top right: Diversion - charcoal 56x76cm  Middle right: Lava Falls - watercolour 15x21cm
Above right: Stranded Ship - watercolour 14x19cm
Above and right: The Devil’s Fingers Rock Outcrops - watercolour 56x76cm / 10x7.5cm



Please enjoy this issue’s Arty Quiz! We were going to offer the first person to get all the
answers right a fabulous bottle of Corona Extra beer, but sadly we are not sure how to
deliver it in these difficult times, so we would ask you to just bask in the satisfaction of being
very knowledgeable! Some are easy; some are quite tricky! The answers will be posted on
the IEA Facebook page.

Who are the following:

1. British artist, (1895-1977), went to the Royal College of Art, was President of the
R.O.I., and has a surprising relationship with a gallery in Lees Yard, Holt!

2. American Abstract Expressionist painter, (1928-2011), known for her large ‘colour
field’ paintings, among other styles. (See black & white photo below right).

3. The 16th century historian Giorgio Vasari hailed this artist (who died in 1337) for
initiating "the great art of painting as we know it today, introducing the technique
of drawing accurately from life, which had been neglected for more than two
hundred years".

4. British Artist (1903-1942), primarily a watercolourist, employed as a War Artist
in WW2. Disappeared during a search and rescue mission off Iceland.

5. The above’s wife (1908-1951), also an artist, did a nice oil painting of Cromer
beach, (but that’s not at all relevant! I bought a greetings card of it recently).

6. In 1841, this eccentric artist rowed a boat into the Thames, so that he could not
be counted at any property in the census. He was 66 at the time.

7. American Realist painter. His wife remarked of him: "Sometimes talking to xxxx is just like dropping
a stone in a well, except that it doesn't thump when it hits bottom." - Slightly morose?

8. Royal Academician, born in Nottingham in 1866, knighted in 1938, died in Haddiscoe, Norfolk, in
1955. You might spot one of his works in Norwich Castle Museum.

9. This artist came under shellfire close to the front lines, in 1918, while painting a portrait of General
Seely mounted on his horse. They all beat a hasty retreat!

10. This well-loved artist became a Royal Academician in 1829, at the age of 52. He sold only 20
paintings in England in his lifetime, but his work was warmly embraced in France, where he sold
far more. He said: “There is room enough for a natural painter. The great vice of the present day is
bravura, an attempt to do something beyond the truth.”

11. This French artist was Edouard Manet’s sister-in-law. Manet gave her an easel as a Christmas
present one year. She wrote in a notebook: "I don't think there has ever been a man who treated
a woman as an equal and that's all I would have asked for, for I know I'm worth as much as they."

12.  A Scottish painter, (1846-1935), famous for snowy landscapes, (often with sheep), which earned
him the nickname “Frozen Mutton”.

13.  Born in a back-to-back tenement in Leeds in 1836, Whistler said of him, after visiting this artist’s
studio: “I considered myself the inventor of Nocturnes until I saw xxxx’s moonlit pictures”.

14.  John Constable described this French artist as “the most perfect landscape painter the world ever
saw”, and that in his landscapes “all is lovely - all amiable - all is amenity and repose; the calm
sunshine of the heart.”  Gosh!

15.  On 20 December 2011, her 1969 sculpture Two Forms was stolen from its plinth in Dulwich Park,
South London. Suspicions are that the theft was by scrap metal thieves. The piece, which had been
in the park since 1970, was insured for £500,000, a spokesman for Southwark Council said.


